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INTRODUCTION
In fiscal year 2019-2020, Better Kid Care (BKC) received funding to provide support for a 
second cohort of internal coaches (staff employed by an early care and education facility 
serving in a coaching role) as part of the Penn State Better Kid Care Project 2019-2020 
agreement with the Berks County Intermediate Unit and the Pennsylvania Key (PA Key). Titled 
“Building Capacity for Coaching-Cohort 2,” the end product was defined as pairing coaches 
(up to 100) with a coach mentor from BKC and providing resources, materials, webinar and 
phone call support and access to BKC’s On Demand modules to build the capacity of the 
coaches to work with up to 2 teachers. This evaluation report will share information and data 
from all aspects of the project. 

Better Kid Care began planning for a full-day, face-to-face training for selected coaches 
in summer 2019. All coaches were invited to a session in either Harrisburg, Pittsburgh, or 
Malvern. The project wrapped up in March 2020.

An application to participate in the “Building Capacity for Coaching” initiative was prepared 
and distributed by the Pennsylvania Key. It invited Keystone STAR 3 and 4 providers to submit 
an application. A roster of accepted applicants was provided to BKC on September 24, 2019.
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THE COACHES
The original roster received by Better Kid Care identified 98 
coaches. By the time the initiative kicked off in October 2019, 
the number of active participants was 87. Those who decided 
not to participate after being accepted left primarily due to 
changes in staffing. Better Kid Care provided 5 coach mentors. 
Each had an assigned roster of coaches ranging from 14-20 
coaches. Each coach was invited to work with 2 teachers.

The coaches filled several different types of roles in their 
centers. Most often they were directors or curriculum/ 
education coordinators.
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Coaches were from across the 
Commonwealth, with 25 counties having 
at least one coach involved in the project. 
Philadelphia County had the highest number 
of coach participants with 16.
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COMPONENTS OF THE INITIATIVE
Better Kid Care provided support in many formats. Each is explained in the section that follows.

Coaching guide
Each coach selected one of two hybrid learning guides 
previously developed by BKC as the focused content 
area of their coaching but were provided with both 
guides: 

(1) Click. Coach. Connect.: 
Positive Guidance (85 pages)

(2) Click. Coach. Connect.: 
Cultural Awareness (59 pages)

Both guides provide content, 
tools, and resources for 
coaches related to the coaching 
process and the content 
area focus of the guide (i.e., 
positive guidance and cultural 
awareness). Better Kid Care 
refers to them as hybrid 
learning guides because they 
are designed to be paired with 
online, On Demand professional 
development modules. 

The Positive Guidance guide 
has 23 video clips, ranging 
in length from twenty-three 
seconds to twelve-and-a-half 
minutes, with accompanying 
suggested prompts to help 
professionals and coaches 
reflect on the content; 29 
handouts, many of which are 
fillable and savable PDFs; 
and over 30 action ideas and 
reflective activities to support 
coaching efforts. The Cultural 
Awareness guide has 9 video 
clips, ranging in length from 
almost two minutes to six-and- 
a-half minutes; 21 handouts; 
and over 15 action ideas and 
reflective activities to support coaching efforts. 

For this initiative, all but 5 of the coaches selected the 
Positive Guidance guide. 

Modules
Coaches were asked to complete two online modules 
housed in On Demand, Better Kid Care’s learning 
management system:

• Coaching and Mentoring: Supporting Staff  
(2 hours)

• Coaching Conversations: Support Quality 
Practice (3 hours)

The module Coaching Conversations was 
developed specifically for use in this initiative. 

No fee was charged to the coaches for the 
required modules. Tracking data show 77 of 
the coaches completed the Coaching and 
Mentoring: Supporting Staff module, resulting 
in 154 hours of professional development. 
Forty-eight coaches completed the Coaching 
Conversations: Support Quality Practice 
module, resulting in 144 hours of professional 
development. 

As part of the summative assessment for each 
module, coaches were asked to respond to the 
following questions. The response scale ranged 
from “4 = A great deal” to “1 = Nothing at all.” 

(1) How much did you learn in this 
professional development lesson?

Mean scores:  
Coaching and Mentoring module 3.08  
Coaching Conversations module 3.57

(2) How much of what you learned will you 
be able to use with the children or families in 
your care?

Mean scores:  
Coaching and Mentoring module 3.34  
Coaching Conversations module 3.55

Teachers were expected to complete four On 
Demand modules. Each guide recommends 

three modules that align with the content focus of the 
guides in addition to “Coaching from the Teacher’s 
Lens: Preparing and Finding Teacher Voice.” Ninety-five 
teachers completed this module resulting in 285 hours of 
professional development. 
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Coaching logs
Coaches were to complete a coaching log once a month 
and submit it to their identified BKC coach mentor. The 
logs allowed the coaches to share information related to 
their coaching efforts in the prior two weeks. The content 
shared in the logs was used, in part, to develop the 
webinar content. There were 6 opportunities to submit 
logs from 10/31/19–3/31/20. A total of 411 coaching logs 
were submitted. 

Yes

No

Observation prior to coaching session

See the coaching log form online

Coaches reported being able to complete a focused 
observation prior to a feedback session 77% of the time. 

The length of the observation data shows that 
17% lasted less than 15 minutes, with 61% 
observing for 15–30 minutes and 22% of the 
observations lasting longer than 30 minutes.
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Log data

This data represents all information collected across the course of the initiative. In total, 411 coaching logs were submitted. 

Coaching calls

Coaches were offered the opportunity to participate in two phone calls per month with their BKC coach mentor. Over the 
course of the projects, 541 coaching calls lasting at least 10 minutes were completed. Coaches were invited to share how 
things went with coaching over the past few weeks and to identify one thing they would like to talk about that would be 
helpful in the coaching process. Coach partners shared resources and support as appropriate. 

Professional learning community

Coaches were invited to participate in a professional learning community set up for this cohort in Slack. Over the course of 
the project, 1,983 messages were posted by 90 members of the community. 

https://forms.gle/PMExFFPcrPzwKDPr5
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When coaches were asked if they were able to engage in reflective feedback sessions/meetings during the previous two weeks, 
89% were able to find a time and place to meet. The length of the meetings most often was 10–20 minutes. Meetings took place 
outside of the classroom (48%) more often than inside of the classroom (32%). Forty-two percent of the meetings were planned 
and 20% were impromptu. 
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Log data, continued
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Coaches were asked to record what supports, 
interventions, or strategies were used during the 
reflective feedback sessions/meetings. The three 
most frequently used were sharing resources, 
brainstorming, and problem-solving processes. 

Support/intervention used

Sharing resources

Reviewing video clips

Brainstorming

Problem-solving process

Modeling

Practicing strategies

Other

25%
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14%

5%
20%

19%

4%

Summary of coaching log quantitative data

If the numbers were pared down into one sentence 
that represents the typical coaching experience during 
this initiative it would be:

After a focused observation 

lasting 15–30 minutes, 

coaches and teachers met for 

a planned feedback session 

lasting 10–20 minutes once a 

week outside of the classroom 

to brainstorm, problem-solve, 

and share resources. 

Qualitative data from coaching logs 

The coaching logs provided opportunity for open-
ended responses to the following prompts:

1. Share a celebration or “AHA” moment.

2. Share a coaching challenge you encountered.

3. Please share additional thoughts, questions, or issues.

Some common themes ran throughout the open- 
ended comments. Celebration and “Aha!” moments 
often centered on seeing growth in teachers, positive 
changes in children, and betterment of relationships. 
Recurring challenges were time and staffing—almost 
every coach commented on these as issues to 
overcome. Staff turnover and call-outs impacted the 
ability to meet and observe. The coaches all wore 
other “hats” serving as directors, assistant directors, 
etc. Often, the duties associated with their job roles 
made it impossible to dedicate the time needed for 
coaching. For internal coaching to be successful, 
systemic change needs to be implemented at the 
organizational level.
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Webinars
The community of practice webinars were designed around important and relevant topics, in part identified by the coaches. 
The content was driven partially by information submitted via coaching logs. Participation in the webinars was robust, with 
attendance numbers dropping as the initiative progressed. Each coach had the opportunity to participate in 6 webinars. 
Webinar topics, attendance, and objectives are outlined below.

#1: Guiding an effective goal-setting process

Webinar 1 link

Dates: November 13, 2019 
Attendees: 71

Objectives:
• Answer general/logistical project questions
• Review and share ideas for creating ways 

to guide effective goal setting
• Review resources for goal setting and action planning

#2: Coaching through inquiry: The power of 
effective questions

Webinar 2 link

Date: December 11, 2019 
Attendees: 48

Objectives:
• Review project guidance
• Name multiple ways to use questions while coaching
• Practice phrasing effective questions
• Consider new, effective questions

#3: Strengthening coaching

Webinar 3 link

Date: January 8, 2020 
Attendees: 58

Objectives:
• Prioritize the coaching process
• Think about alternative coaching methods
• Balance roles
• Answer general logistical/project questions

#4: Intentionality: The key to effective 
coaching sessions

Webinar 4 link

Date: February 11, 2020 
Attendees: 36

Objectives:
• Embrace intentionality to impact 

positive coaching outcomes
• Prepare your space, yourself, and your 

resources for optimal coaching
• Explore how incremental change and growth occurs

#5: Sustainability

Webinar 5 link

Date: March 11, 2020 
Attendees: 34

Objectives:
• Reflect on the BC4C coaching process 

and celebrate success
• Identify, generate, and share sustainability strategies
• Clarify and plan coaching next steps

#6: You did it!

Webinar 6 link

Date: April 8, 2020 
Attendees: 28

Objectives:
• Share some data from the initiative
• Get feedback from coaches
• Hear from Barbara Willier, Coaching Coordinator

https://psu.zoom.us/recording/share/BhCZSWRF7Ua9dXkX6LT9ao5nwKVOuisngVSAJ4XyfniwIumekTziMw
https://psu.zoom.us/recording/share/tHeTWQvkTLeMuhGejSgJeNXSQA5TMqmBVOImVR3YXfM
https://psu.zoom.us/rec/share/4M1PcZ7Q001IZ6v2qxn9WqkKN9vfX6a8hyRN-fsImksodMgK8A3xfs6BPcuKvqWt
https://psu.zoom.us/rec/share/5-FucJWv5F9ITKPtyk2PeLMqNYnBeaa80XIY_6FbzB5D3rxLzllI3mGEnhfGX2s8
https://psu.zoom.us/rec/share/y-FzLbeg2jhIYYXktUf2dP8OHoXZeaa81Sgb_vMKzEbJNSRcbaSZFwRG2q2OZ6zR
https://psu.zoom.us/rec/share/4u5od4D57T9LWbfE8EaYAo0kGZT8X6a81iUX-aUNzhlwVYnN6ONpuMLMuyUbwjko
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Webinar wrap-up

 

“Thank you for 

this opportunity! I know 

my center has been and will 

continue to be impacted 

positively by what we’ve 

learned.”

“This initiative was amazing in helping me 

change my mindset and the ways I went into 

a new situation in a classroom. Coming in 

I wasn’t sure what I would learn, but what I 

took were things I’ll use forever and that’s 

tools for change that is LASTING!”

On the final webinar, coaches were asked to reflect on the beginning of 
the project and to share in one word how they felt after the introductory 
webinar. A sample of the shared words included: overwhelmed, inspired, 

curious, excited, nervous, intimidated, challenged, and anxious. 

Coaches were asked to share their favorite part or best part of the project 
during the final webinar. Several themes emerged including the resources in the 

coaching guide, phone calls, videos, and relational items:

• The monthly phone calls were helpful to debrief and get ideas when needed 

• Learning to ask intentional questions 

• The most helpful and surprising part of this project was the support for the coaches 

• This helped my teachers take ownership of the classroom

• I appreciated the calls, resources, and the phone calls with my coach partner

• The most amazing part was how our teachers became so independent in their goals and their future adaptations in the 
classroom based on the foundation from this

• Proud of my observation skills improving and my relationships with my teacher

• I’m proud that intentional questioning is coming more easily to me and that the teachers are coming prepared with their 
own goals and plans 
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CONCLUSIONS
In fiscal year 2019–2020, Better Kid Care (BKC) received funding to provide support for internal coaches (teachers 

employed by an early care and education facility serving in a coaching role) as part of the Penn State Better Kid Care 
Project 2019-2020 agreement with the Berks County Intermediate Unit and the PA Key. The end product identified 

in the grant was to pair coaches (up to 100) with a coach mentor from BKC and provide resources, materials, webinar 

support, support calls, and access to On Demand modules to build the capacity of the coaches to work with up 

to 2 teachers. This evaluation report confirms that Better Kid Care met this result. Resources, materials, webinars, 

phone calls, and access to specific On Demand modules were provided. By the numbers, 1340 hours of professional 

development hours were completed via On Demand, 411 coaching logs were submitted, 541 phone calls were 

completed, and 360 hours of time was invested by coaches to webinar attendance and participation. Although exact 

numbers are not calculable, coaches observed and met with teachers on a regular basis. Qualitative data show growth 

in relationships and interactions with children. Another important outcome is the identification by coaches of time and 

staffing as obstacles to the coaching process.


